CASE ST U DY

Putting care delivery
in the palm of your hand
Solution saves healthcare practitioners valuable time

Customer

A decade before the Golden Gate Bridge opened, Easterseals
Northern California (ESNorCal) was supporting people with
disabilities and their families. Today, this well-respected not-forprofit organization and its 300 practitioners are at the forefront of
care for people with autism.

Challenge

For the practitioners at ESNorCal, the most difficult and
cumbersome part of their job was manually recording and
collecting client data. Not only was that process error prone,
but it was also time consuming, adding more than hour to each
of their sessions. What ESNorCal needed was an easy-to-use
automated solution that recorded, tracked, analyzed, and
protected sensitive client data.

Solution

Results

Xolv’s clinical practices solution was the ideal software program
for ESNorCal. Designed specifically for home and communitybased organizations, this mobile solution put key clinical tools
and information directly at their practitioners’ fingertips. In
addition to ensuring data accuracy and increasing efficiency,
it provided important electronic visit verification for families.
Since using this solution, ESNorCal’s practitioners have
reduced the amount of time spent on administrative tasks by
50%. And with all of the information they need on a tablet, they
no longer need to carry around a clipboard, spreadsheets and
other bulky tools. Plus, this sophisticated tool provides access
to real-time data allowing families to quickly and easily see
progress reports of their loved ones.

INCREASED
EFFICIENCY

REDUCED
ADMINISTRATIVE
TIME

With Xolv’s clinical
practices solution, I saw an
immediate and dramatic
impact on what we do.
We now spend less time
on cumbersome manual
processes and more time
providing care.”
Suzanne Beigel
Lead Supervisor and Trainer
ESNorCal

ACCESS TO
REAL-TIME
DATA

Want to learn how we can save your organization valuable time?

Contact us today at connect@xolv.org.
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